
CAVITY SLIDERS

Door Size
mm

Trim Size
Single mm

Trim Size
Double mm

1980 x 610 2070 x 1265 2070 x 2480

1980 x 660 2070 x 1365 2070 x 2680

1980 x 710 2070 x 1465 2070 x 2880

1980 x 760 2070 x 1565 2070 x 3080

1980 x 810 2070 x 1665 2070 x 3280

1980 x 860 2070 x 1765 2070 x 3480

1980 x 910 2070 x 1865 2070 x 3680

Available in standard sizes suitable for 1980m high x
610-910 wide doors.
We are also able to manufacture a cavity for doors
up to 2400mm high and 1200mm wide.
Each cavity slider door uses a track system that
ensures the door will never run off the rails and that it
slides easily and quietly time after time.
The cavity slider unit has 2 opening options:

It can fully disappear into the pocket.
If the requirement is for the door to protrude then
stops can be fitted to the back edge of the door
before fixing the Gib.

Each cavity unit and door is provided assembled
ready for your builder to install.
Door jambs are available in pine, or rimu with either
grooved jams (suitable for Gib) or flat jambs
(suitable for architraves).

Cavity sliders provide you with solutions for those
openings where space is at a premium such as ensuites,
hallway cupboards, kitchen scullery’s or dividing living
areas.
The door slides back into the wall cavity making it
virtually disappear when opened.
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A Surface Sliding Door is a door which is mounted
onto the wall or ceiling and slides across the
surface of the wall.

Surface Sliding Doors are ideal when you cannot
create a cavity but have suitable wall space that
allows you to gain the space saving attributes of a
sliding door OR where the door is wanted to be
featured.

Each surface sliding door uses a unique track
system that ensures the door will never run off the
rails and that it slides easily and quietly time after
time. They have a visible track with a ‘pelmet’
which is a cover which hides the wheels and
workings of the sliding track.

Most door styles can be used with surface sliding
track systems.
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